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Making the transition to long-term interaction with social-robot systems has been identified as one of the
main challenges in human-robot interaction. This article identifies four design principles to address this chal-
lenge and applies them in a real-world implementation: cloud-based robot control, a modular design, one
common knowledge base for all applications, and hybrid artificial intelligence for decision making and rea-
soning. The control architecture for this robot includes a common Knowledge-base (ontologies), Data-base,
“Hybrid Artificial Brain” (dialogue manager, action selection and explainable AI), Activities Centre (Timeline,
Quiz, Break and Sort, Memory, Tip of the Day, . . .), Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA, i.e., robot and
avatar), and Dashboards (for authoring and monitoring the interaction). Further, the ECA is integrated with
an expandable set of (mobile) health applications. The resulting system is a Personal Assistant for a healthy
Lifestyle (PAL), which supports diabetic children with self-management and educates them on health-related
issues (48 children, aged 6–14, recruited via hospitals in the Netherlands and in Italy). It is capable of au-
tonomous interaction “in the wild” for prolonged periods of time without the need for a “Wizard-of-Oz” (up
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until 6 months online). PAL is an exemplary system that provides personalised, stable and diverse, long-term
human-robot interaction.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization→ External interfaces for robotics; Robotic autonomy;
• Computing methodologies→ Intelligent agents; Cognitive robotics;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Cloud-based robots, long-term human-robot interaction, conversational

agents, pervasive lifestyle support
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in long-term human-robot interaction. Social robots are commonly
applied to education, health-care, public spaces, work environments, and home environments [58].
These systems often need to interact with several users and user groups at the same time and
require interaction over prolonged periods of time to achieve their individual goals [58].

Current social robot systems have their own specific value, but remain simple and scripted in
nature and miss the required comprehensive, prolonged, and personalised support. For example,
in EU project ALIZ-E (www.aliz-e.org) a social robot was developed for children to support them
in the self-management of diabetes [3, 18]. However, much of the implemented functionality re-
mained scripted and required a “Wizard of Oz.” Furthermore, the children interacted with the robot
“only” in a limited number of subsequent sessions [36, 63].

To establish long-duration pervasive human-robot interaction, our approach is to develop a
personalised social-robot with its avatar that allows the user to always and anywhere engage in
a diverse set of activities over a prolonged period of time (cf. Reference [87]). We propose four
principles for the implementation of such a system: It must (1) have a connection to the cloud to
delegate parts of the computational problems to external computers; (2) be modular to support
parallel and incremental development of functionality; (3) have a common knowledge-base and
vocabulary in the different system components and for the human-agent interaction; and (4) have
hybrid artificial intelligence solutions (e.g., agent-based and machine learning) that all have their
own contribution to the problem. We discuss these principles separately, and we discuss how they
were incorporated into the system’s development.

This article presents the Personal Assistant for a healthy Lifestyle (PAL) system, an exem-
plary system of human-robot interaction that enables long-term support for health education and
care. The robot autonomously interacts with children (aged 6–14) “in the wild” over a period of
several months. The PAL system is a fully integrated and autonomous system that interacts with
the children, their parents, and the health-care professionals for prolonged periods of time. It is
composed of a social robot, its (mobile) avatar, and an expandable set of (mobile) health applica-
tions (diabetes diary, educational quizzes, sorting games, etc.). The system allows for adaptation
to the patient’s condition and activities on the fly. It ran robustly during the duration of the exper-
iment, i.e., more than half a year (single users interacted for two and a half to three months but
started at different moments).

First, we discuss the related work in human-robot long-term interaction systems and discuss the
context of our work in Section 2. Then, we discuss and motivate the four design principles of our
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system in Section 3. The system architecture, as well as how the principles led to certain decisions
is described in Section 4. We also describe the process of development and testing (i.e., decisions
we made to streamline development in such a large scale project with several project partners) in
Section 5. We discuss possible future extensions of the framework in Section 7. Finally, we discuss
and conclude upon our efforts in Sections 8 and 9.

2 RELATED WORK AND CONTEXT

This section first describes the state-of-the-art for robot systems in long-term interaction. Then, we
discuss our context, the PAL project. We argue that state-of-the-art robot systems all have their
own specific value, but miss the required prolonged, comprehensive, and personalised support
to successfully apply a robot system in health-care and education. Finally, we present important
technical requirements for such a system.

2.1 Related Work

Leite et al. [58] surveyed existing social robot systems, identifying four domains for such sys-
tems: Health Care, Education, Work Environments and Public Spaces, and Home. It is possible
for a system to fit in multiple domains simultaneously, for example, a robot might have a health
support function as well as a health education function. Only in more recent work, social robot sys-
tems have been investigated in long-term studies (in EU projects like PAL, ALIZ-E, LIREC, L2TOR,
UPA4SAR, WYSIWYD, and PATRICIA). This is because long-term interaction requires a degree of
robustness, versatility, and autonomy. Something that technology only more recently is starting
to provide.

Animal-like companion robots such as Pleo [28, 49], Paro [79, 80], and the AIBO robotic dog of
SONY [1] have been used for some time in health-care and show potential with respect to treat-
ment [8] and in maintaining adherence during prolonged interaction [45]. Such robots can provide
comfort to their (elderly) users [79, 80], and develop social skills of the users (autistic children,
4–12 years old) [49]. However, such systems are limited in the richness and personalisation of the
interaction, because they lack dialogue capabilities and direct educational functions.

Humanoids may have a harder time in maintaining long-term interaction with users. The em-
bodiment of a robot influences the expectations we have of the robot’s capabilities [54]. For ex-
ample, we might expect a humanoid robot to communicate using natural language. Managing
those expectations is challenging when attempting to maintain interaction with (especially child)
users [60].

Several long-term studies have taken place where a social robot attempts to educate and/or
support a user’s health [18, 42, 47]. Coninx et al. [18] present a system for which a significant
part of the system reaction was scripted and required Wizard-of-Oz intervention; the system
was not really autonomous. Other examples are provided by the studies of Kanda et al. [42] and
Kidd and Breazeal [47], who tested their systems in a two weeks, respectively, eight-week period.
In general, the autonomous robots in the long-term studies are rather stand-alone applications
and not integrated into a comprehensive behavioural support or healthcare system, contrary to
the PAL system presented here. Cloud computing technology might enable the desired develop-
ment of enduring comprehensive robot intelligence. For example, Hunziker et al. [38] present
Rapyuta as a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) to offload demanding computation from the robot to
the cloud. Several Human-Robot Interaction studies (e.g., References [15, 19, 83] worked on Inter-
net and crowd-sourcing technology that facilitates large-scale distributed data collection, enabling
internet-mediated (learning of) human-robot interaction. Most of these robot technology or soft-
ware frameworks focus on the development of autonomous perception and action cycles. How to
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include cognitive components that are key in our application domain (e.g., user models, beliefs,
intentions, emotions, explanations and behavior change) is still rather unclear.

The final goal for our system was to deploy the autonomous system unchanged for a signifi-
cantly longer time. This poses new challenges concerning stability, keeping interest in the system
by creating a versatile and flexible dialogue and interaction system, and so on. Many principles and
functionalities mentioned in previously discussed related work have been integrated into the PAL
system, such as interactive suggestions and feedback to user activities, social talk and empathic
behaviour, and have been taken one step further using an integrated memory of interactions with
the user. To maintain a prolonged interaction with a robot it becomes vital that the robot truly
has added value compared to the other technology available to the users, i.e., the robot must be
functionally-relevant [21], or provide unique experiences to the user [43]. This seems quite chal-
lenging when the robot is applied to health-care and/or education. Still, a well-designed robotic
system can help in the execution of educational and health-related tasks [18, 59].

2.2 Context: A Personal Assistant for a Healthy Lifestyle

The context of our system is the PAL project. The PAL project helps children (48 children, aged
6–14, recruited via hospitals in the Netherlands and in Italy) to cope with Type 1 Diabetes Melli-

tus (T1DM). In a recent meta-analysis, Mobasseri et al. [65] showed that the incidence and preva-
lence of type 1 diabetes are substantial (respectively, 15 per 100,000 people and 9.5%), and that they
are increasing in the world. This corresponds with the BMJ finding that, worldwide, the amount
of children with T1DM is increasing by 3% every year, whereas the causes of this increase are still
unknown. It is remarkable that there are substantial geographic variations in the incidence rates
of T1DM (e.g., a child in Finland is far more likely to develop type 1 diabetes than a child in Asia)
[74]. The growing burden of chronic illnesses on health and health-care has led to health policy
responses increasingly referring to self-management. Becoming self-managed requires long-term
motivation for change, which is especially difficult when the patient is a child. Zenlea et al. [93]
showed that US children (ages 4–10) with diabetes type I more often had borderline/abnormal
scores on the emotional symptoms scale, suggesting risk for psychological disorders, such as anx-
iety and depression. There are several challenges. The child needs to learn to deal with medical
issues, like the proper use of an insulin pump or eating regularly, but also with psychological issues
like feeling different from one’s classmates. The caregivers and parents cannot always be there to
support the child and their relationship will always be different than that of a peer [67].

In the PAL project, we developed a system to educate the child on, and support the child with
his/her diabetes whilst continuing to be a peer of the child (a pal). The system consists of a so-
cial robot, its (mobile) avatar, an expandable set of (mobile) health applications (diabetes diary,
educational quizzes, sorting games, etc.) for interaction with the children. Additionally, there is a
monitoring dashboard that allows parents to oversee the child’s progress and an authoring tool
that allows caregivers to oversee and adjust how the system is configured. For example, a caregiver
could increase the difficulty for a certain learning goal when the child shows good progress, or se-
lect a new goal to work on altogether. Some examples of such learning goals are: “I know when to
ask for help,” or “I know that I should take extra insulin when I eat extra carbohydrates.”

There is interaction in hospitals and camps with scientists present, and continued long-term
interaction at the children’s homes. In the hospitals and camps, the PAL agent is a NAO robot. In
the home interactions, there is an avatar impersonating the robot on a tablet screen. During all
interactions, the PAL agent makes decisions and proposes activities to the child. It makes these
proposals based on the configuration and progress of the child’s personal learning goals.

In the PAL project, we have both a robot and an avatar as possible embodiments of the PAL agent.
Robots have been shown to have a positive impact on motivation and learning [4, 62]. For example,
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the NAO robot developed by Softbank (formerly Aldebaran) has already been used successfully in
ALIZ-E, where children learn and are supported by the (robot-based) health-care system [3, 18].
However, a pragmatic problem with any sufficiently advanced humanoid of good quality is that
it is an expensive device. This means that it is not feasible to provide a large group of users with
their own personal robot. However to make developing content for an interactive robot attractive,
a large user base is necessary. Perhaps this is a problem that will become less relevant in the
future if humanoids become more affordable. Still, it may be a long time before owning a robot is
as common as owning a car. Meanwhile virtual avatars are needed to support the development of
human-robot interaction. In our context, the children can have an avatar of the robot on the tablet
where the mobile health applications are installed. In the hospitals and camps, the children can
interact with the physical robot.

3 PRINCIPLES FOR A SOCIAL ROBOT SYSTEM FOR LONG-TERM INTERACTION

In this section, we provide four main principles for developing a personalised long-term social
robot system. Our vision is that such a system (1) should have a cloud-based implementation
to distribute heavy computations and allow real-time adaptation of the system’s functionality;
(2) should be developed in a modular way to facilitate parallel development; (3) must contain a
common knowledge-base and terminology for the different project partners, the different parts of
the system, and the human-agent interaction; and (4) have hybrid artificial intelligence solutions
(e.g., agent-based and machine learning) to contribute to the different (sub-)parts of the complexity.
We discuss these four principles separately.

3.1 Principle 1: Cloud-based Robots

The first principle for a social robot system in long-term interaction is that the system should be
cloud-based.

Cloud-based computing offers several advantages over stand-alone robot systems [44]. It allows
the use of (1) external libraries for machine learning approaches to, for example, generate sentences
for dialogue. It enables using (2) external computers to delegate complex computational tasks, e.g.,
a statistical analyses of previous behaviours and their outcomes. Enables the (3) sharing of data
and outcomes of behaviours amongst different robots. So, when one robot learns that playing the
quiz is a great way of teaching children to count carbohydrates, then it can share this knowledge
with the other robots. Finally, Kehoe et al. [44] also mention that cloud robots enable (4) Human
Computation, i.e., using crowd-sourcing for analysing, e.g., images and error recovery. However,
we have not investigated this in our context, since we strove for a more autonomous system.

In addition to the advantages of cloud-based robots as stated in Reference [44], we would specif-
ically state that it facilitates (5) Personalisation and Adaptability of the system. The different users
of the robot system can adapt parameters online and thereby steer the robot’s behaviour in de-
sired directions. In this way, the human expert (the health-care professional within the context of
PAL) can personalise the robot to the specific patient. Finally, (6) integration with internet services
has sparked interest in the development of social robot systems. For example, recently (in 2018),
AIBO was relaunched with improved artificial intelligence. It uses cloud-based techniques to apply
deep learning for its reasoning and to develop a unique personality, depending on the behaviour
of the owner. Another example is the ALEXA chatbot, which can be seen as a object shaped robot.
ALEXA’s main functionality is to easily provide internet services to the users.

There are risks associated with cloud-based computing that involve data security and privacy.
In health settings patient data is often deemed particularly sensitive making security a highly im-
portant issue. One needs dedicated servers for cloud-based health applications with sophisticated
data security and privacy management. In the PAL project, the servers doing the computation were
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managed and secured by the hospitals or university. However, it remains a fact that the connectiv-
ity inherent in cloud applications can be of concern for security and privacy [44, 77].

3.2 Principle 2: Modular System

The second principle is that the system must be modular. Handling complexity in software develop-
ment is facilitated by developing (nearly) modular components that are responsible for providing
particular aspect of such a system [40]. Different techniques are built by software developers from
different organisations at different locations (countries). For example, one German project partner
provided a dialogue framework and another British partner an action selection framework. Set-
ting up the architecture in a modular way allows us to connect these frameworks and facilitates
parallel development of them.

A general problem is then solved by solving a set of interrelated sub-problems in a distributed
manner [27]. The different modules need well-defined interfaces that determine how they interact
with the rest of the system [46]. For the PAL system such a distribution could mean that choosing
how to support a child means figuring out what educational goals there are for the child, suggesting
an activity to work towards that goal, and figuring out what to say to the child, and how to explain
the importance of the goals. These sub-tasks all work towards a bigger overall problem and all
have there own computational complexities. The concerning functions need to be addressed as
building blocks for intelligence, much like a “society of mind” [64] and in line with recent virtual
agent architectures [32].

3.3 Principle 3: Common Knowledge-base and Terminology

The third principle is that the system must have a common terminology and knowledge-base that:
(1) provides an unambiguous vocabulary in communication between stakeholders; (2) supports
system implementation of knowledge-based reasoning functionality; and (3) serves as a basis for
interoperability in human-agent interaction.

A common way of defining a knowledge-base is by means of an ontology. An ontology clarifies
the structure of knowledge [13]. It contains explicit, formal specifications of terms in the domain
and of the relations among them [34]: it is used to represent real-world objects and concepts and
to specify properties of and relations between those objects.

3.4 Principle 4: Hybrid Artificial Intelligence

Finally, the fourth principle is that the system must be comprised of several artificial intelligence
techniques that all have their own contribution to the interaction. On the one hand, machine

learning (ML) techniques excel at learning optimal policies when given large amounts of data.
Within the context of PAL this may mean that ML can learn what activities the robot should
propose to a child to teach the child something about a specific issue (like, measuring blood sugar
levels). On the other hand, symbolic representations are good for implementing expert knowledge
in a human-understandable manner. For example, when the definition of a good blood sugar level
differs per hospital, then an agent system can easily change a single belief without having to change
anything in the implementation and logic or having to re-train.

4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION FOR A SOCIAL ROBOT IN HEALTH EDUCATION
AND CARE

Here, we provide a technical description of the architecture of the PAL system. Figure 1 shows
an overview of the architecture. This section will discuss the sub-parts of this picture individually.
First, we discuss the ontology with the knowledge and content. Second, we discuss the database.
Then, we discuss the user interfaces. Finally, we discuss the “brain” and its individual elements.
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Fig. 1. The high-level architecture of the PAL system. The top row of the picture shows the user interfaces.
The child interface consists of a tablet app that connects to a physical NAO robot or a NAO avatar (which is
shown on the screen of the tablet application). On the app several mobile health applications are connected:
educational games, a timeline where the child can keep track of his/ her blood sugar values, activities, and
food regime, and so on. The health-care professional and parents can both see the child’s progress on the
learning objectives in the web-page interface. Only the health-care professional (in PAL control) can also
adjust the robot’s behaviour, i.e., steer the support to best fit the current state of the child’s treatment. The
“brain” is responsible for making the actor’s behaviour intelligent and lifelike. For every child that logs in
the system, a “brain” instance is started on the cloud. This allows the complex computations for the actor
(robot or avatar) to happen on a more powerful, external computer. All elements of the system connect to
the common database, and the data therein is structured along the PAL ontology, which is developed in
cooperation with the health-care professionals.

4.1 The Ontology

This section specifically describes our work on developing a common knowledge-base and termi-
nology (i.e., principle 3). The ontology represents concepts related to diabetes, actors and tasks
involved in self-management, and emotions involved in human-agent interaction. It defines the
definitions and relations between these concepts.

Developing such an ontology requires close collaboration with experts in the field, in this case
the health-care professionals. This section gives an overview of some of the main decisions made
and how they underpin the system’s workings.

4.1.1 Ontology Frames. The entire ontology in the PAL project is constructed by integrating
separate ontologies, linking them by means of a top-level ontology. These separate models function
as high-level building blocks for smaller, more specific areas of interest (frames) [86].
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• An ontology of human/machine roles and actors and locations involved in self-management.
• a generic ontology of tasks for actors (human and/or artificial), associated with goals and

roles.
• An ontology of learning objectives, defining learning goals and tasks (activities) specific to

the diabetes self-management domain, and child specific status of these learning objectives.
• Abstract ontologies that define notions of events and processes and various properties of

time.
• A dialogue management ontology that contains dialogue acts and some semantic frames,

based on the DIT++ taxonomy of dialogue acts (ISO standard 24617-2) and FrameNet, re-
spectively.
• An episodic memory ontology as a system responsible for capturing specific events, or

episodes, for the PAL system to interact with a human user in a meaningful manner over
prolonged periods of time.
• An ontology for storing and reasoning over the affective process and state of a child, that

allows the PAL system to estimate the emotions experienced by the child.

We have reused existing ontologies to cover the various frames wherever possible. Although the
frames of interest mentioned above are typically generic in nature, pre-existing models for these
frames may differ (slightly) in scope and/or intention and may thus be a partial fit to the intended
scope of the frame in the context of PAL. Whereas, e.g., self-management activities of diabetes are
a relevant topic, the entire professional medical diagnosis and treatment model of diabetes is out
of scope. We have adapted some of the existing models by either extending them with additional
concepts or by taking a profile (part) from the model whenever there are details/concepts in the
model that are irrelevant to the scope of PAL. An example of reuse is displayed in the adoption
of the well-known ontology for task world models [90] in the frame for tasks/goals and learning
objectives. These objectives steer the behaviour of the robot and the treatment of the child.

PAL Objectives Model (POM). One important part of the ontology is the frame of learning

objectives that covers most relevant aspects that the children (aged 6–14) with T1DM encounter
in their daily lives and must learn to become self-manageable. These objectives steer the behaviour
of the robot and the treatment of the child. Prior to (and during) the usage of the PAL system, the
health-care professional, the parents, and the child together choose a subset of relevant learning
objectives, based on the child’s individual needs, interests and knowledge. The learning objectives
consist of achievements, goals and tasks. Achievements define a set of goals that are required to
enable the user to carry out an real world challenge represented by the achievement. An achieve-
ment does not define new knowledge or skills but groups together goals with a similar level and
related to a specific challenge to make goal setting easier. Goals, however, specify the end state
of knowledge, skills or attitudes that a child should have to accomplish an achievement. Learning
goals are hierarchically structured by difficulty level (i.e., novice to master) and level of complexity
based on the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives of Bloom et al. [6]. An example of an achieve-
ment within our context is “I can go to a sleepover,” which contains goals, such as, “I know when
to ask for help,” “I know what to take with me to a sleepover,” and “I know that I should take extra
insulin when I eat extra carbohydrates.” To attain these goals, children have to do activities (and
thereby complete tasks) within the myPAL application. The robot has several tasks/activities in its
database that educate the child on these subjects. For example, the child might do a quiz together
with the social robot, play a memory game, or the robot may simply explain something about the
subject (a tip of the day).

Learning objectives can be attuned to a child’s developmental stage and the child’s personal and
environmental context. Learning objectives are labelled with a knowledge level, difficulty level
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Fig. 2. Child playing the Break and Sort game with the NAO robot using the integrated PAL system.

and prerequisite knowledge. Additionally they can be linked to a device (pen, pump, sensor) or a
hospital. In this way, the ontology facilitates intelligent personalisation of interaction and learning
process, which enhances motivation and learning gain [72].

4.2 The Database

The central data hub of the PAL system is based on an extended Resource Description Frame-

work (RDF) hybrid storage component and reasoner (Hans-Ulrich Krieger’s forward chainer

(HFC)) [53]. Its special features allow putting the terminological knowledge (the ontology of dia-
betes knowledge, the definition of user and agent model, and static knowledge for language and
dialogue processing) as well as the dynamic knowledge that is produced and consumed in the run-
ning instances of the myPAL app into one data repository, thereby fostering principle 3 the need
for a common knowledge-base. The database plays a pivotal role for principle 1 cloud computing,
because it helps the different computers to use the same data, have customised reasoning rules
together with a streaming reasoning approach, and allows it to infer new data in real-time.

The database allows connecting different sub-ontologies (frames) by using equivalence state-
ments. This fosters principle 2 (modularity) in the knowledge building process and facilitates
re-usability of the work. Another advantage of structured databases, like RDF-based or graph
databases, is the flexibility when it comes to adding or changing data structures. In general, this
is much easier to achieve than for relational databases (RDBs), especially because the knowl-
edge representation, i.e., the specification of the data, and the (dynamic) data itself are in the same
format. This allows quite simple checking consistency by custom reasoning rules.

The PAL system is based on a very particular implementation for RDF storage and reasoning
that allows using n-tuples instead of the usual triples. This makes it possible to directly attach
time and confidence information to every data chunk in a more efficient way than with currently
available RDF storage solutions [50–52]. As a consequence, the database can contain a flow of
events and data that is susceptible to temporal and probabilistic reasoning.

4.3 PAL Control and Inform

To be able to author the behaviour of the system, personalise the system towards the child and
monitor how the child uses the system, we have developed a web-application with two dashboard
modules and associated interfaces accessible depending on user role.

The monitoring dashboard, palInform, is the software module and associated interface that en-
ables care takers to get an insight into how their children use the system, their progress, and what
nutritional and medical values they fill in. It provides a timeline of the most important events,
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based on system activity and the data the child enters, in an aggregated manner. The monitor dis-
plays glycemic, insulin, nutritional, activity and emotion-related data for a child, as entered by the
child via the timeline in the myPAL app. Further, it displays goal attainment data in relation to
time. The monitor is available for both health-care professionals (HCP) and the parent(s). To
ensure data is shared with parents in a way that respects the child’s privacy, the child and par-
ent can set agreements on what information will or will not be available. Agreement options are
used to balance between the conflicting values of privacy and medical safety. Requirements were
developed together with the hospitals in the PAL project.

The authoring dashboard, palControl, is a tool to enable health-care professionals to set learn-
ing objectives (i.e., achievements, goals and tasks) for children during or in between meetings. It
further enables the HCP to enter child data including personal data and preferences such as sports
and hobbies and whether the child uses a pen or a pump for insulin intake. Two issues lead to its
current design: (1) how to formalise the learning objectives based on the medical protocols and
informal expertise of HCPs and (2) how to design the interface (and mechanisms behind it) to facil-
itate easy personal goal selection and progress monitoring during the intake meeting and further
guidance of the education process ([72] and covered in the ontology Sections 4.1 and 4.1.1).

Both modules allow real-time changes to specified learning objectives (content and display) and
personalised learning goal setting through the ontology, with the reasoning system. The modules
thus most strongly link to principle 1 using cloud techniques and to principle 3 using a common
knowledge-base, i.e., the modules facilitate real-time adaptation of the system’s configuration and
thereby its reasoning. It allows a HCP to adapt the system’s functioning to the different phases of
the treatment plan. The health-care professional can review the progress and tweak the system’s
behaviour accordingly. In line with the learning objectives discussed in Section 4.1, this can simply
mean that the health-care professional updates the set of learning objectives the child and robot
should currently work on.

4.4 Activity Centre

The activity centre is an application comprised of several activities that the Conversational

Agent (CA) can perform with the user (shown on the top-left part of Figure 1). In our context this
is a tablet application (myPAL) connected to a physical (NAO) robot or an avatar. myPAL contains
health-related activities that support the child’s treatment and that educate the child on diabetes.

MyPAL contains several games, i.e., educational quizzes, sorting games, and memory games.
The activities in the application have been set up in a modular way (principle 2), allowing to add
new games by implementing the required interfaces. In addition to the educational games, the PAL
actor can provide a “Tip of the day,” where it proactively provides the child with some information
concerning diabetes. myPAL also provides a list of videos about several diabetes-related topics and
a list of real-world tasks that the child must perform his-/herself. Finally, myPAL contains a time-
line where the child can keep track of his/her blood sugar values, glycemic corrections, activities
(sport and other), and food regime. All these activities are related to the child’s current set of learn-
ing objectives. myPAL shows the child his/her progress on the learning objectives and provides
“task suggestions,” i.e., proposes particular educational activities to work on the learning objectives
in a targeted manner. Figure 3 shows some screenshots of the different components of myPAL.

4.5 Communication Between Modules

The activity centre, conversational agent, and the separate modules in the “hybrid brain” all
connect to a global communication platform, the “nexus” (see Figure 4). These modules can all
subscribe to types of messages and send those message types. In this way, different modules can
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Fig. 3. Six screenshots of the myPAL application used by the children.

individually decide what information is relevant for them and how they should respond to new
information.

For example, the child may click the quiz, which is then sent around on the nexus. The action
selection module must respond to this message by choosing different quiz topics, the dialogue
manager selects an appropriate dialogue act to initiate the game. The behaviour manager, however,
might not need to know this at all. It will generate a movement only after the dialogue manager
sends a high-level “speech-and-movement” message.

This greatly fosters modularity (principle 2) of the system. A new module can implement its
own workings independently of the rest of the system. It can subscribe to messages that carry
information relevant to the module. Of course, integration of the module still requires coordination
amongst developers. The other modules should subscribe to new messages sent by the new module
and should implement protocols on how to use this data for the human-agent interaction.

Modules can be independently maintained and improved as long as the interface contract is
unchanged. The modularity also improves flexibility and reusability when requirements change.
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Fig. 4. Communication between the modules in the “brain” and with the child interface. All messages go
through a common messaging board called the nexus. Modules individually decide to subscribe to types of

messages and can themselves send messages of a particular type. Modules in this way individually implement
what to do when a particular message is sent.

Even when the functionality of some module is extended, only modules that will profit from these
enhancements have to be changed.

4.6 Multimodal Behaviour Manager

The robot-movement manager converts gesture specifications (“commands sent over the nexus”)
into values about joints, angles and times, which are then sent to the robot or its avatar (i.e., it
can communicate gesture and posture commands to both the robot and its avatar). The current
framework meets two important challenges for cross-platform social human-agent interactions.
First, the behaviours of the virtual and physical NAO have completely the same foundation and
expression mechanisms, so that they can be perceived as really similar. Second, modulation of these
gestures is possible to adapt affective (emotion, style) expressions conveyed in these behaviours.

The task of the robot-movement manager can be divided into two parts: (1) executing the mul-
timodal utterances on the (virtual) NAO; and (2) making the (virtual) NAO appear lively.

Executing a multimodal utterance (1) is done when another module in the “brain” sends a spe-
cific message type over the nexus. Such a utterance consists of the name of the gestures to execute
and the text to be spoken as well as an (optional) emotional (mood) modulation. From this con-
tent it constructs the necessary values to move the joints of the (virtual) NAO, from which results
are then published to the messaging board. From the gesture name the robot-movement manager
calculates the position of the joints of the (virtual) NAO and the time available for the joints to
reach that position. When the execution of multimodal utterance is finished, the robot-movement
manager sends this information the other modules.

Making the (virtual) NAO look lively (2) makes the interaction more engaging for the users. This
is done by implementing continuous autonomous moves when no multimodal utterance is exe-
cuted. Autonomous moves and movements resulting from a multimodal utterance need to be care-
fully combined to achieve smooth transitions. Furthermore, style adaptation during autonomous
movement is challenging, because these motions are not pre-designed and thus require real-time
modulation, which is less controllable and predictable.

The physical NAO. The implementation for the real NAO is a wrapper that converts the data
received (from the robot-movement manager) into the commands that can be sent to the NAO’s
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of relations between the robot-movement manager and the embodiments.

Fig. 6. Real NAO on the left with the joints indicated, avatar on the right with the junctions that were
implemented indicated.

own execution system. The majority of the messages originate from the autonomous move system.
The main issue to solve is handling all messages in parallel without blocking the processes.

The virtual NAO. The implementation for the virtual NAO is embedded in the Unity environ-
ment in which the tablet application (the activity centre) is developed and the task is to execute
the moving of the avatar according to the values received. Since there was no implementation
available it had to be developed in the context of the project.

A 3D Model was developed composed of virtual objects connected through a series of junctions,
which take the place of real NAO’s gears, as displayed in Figure 6. Next, an algorithm was devel-
oped to translate the rotations of the real NAO’s gears into rotations of the NAO avatar’s junctions
around the three axes (x, y, z), so that we obtain the same movements for all commands from the
robot-movement manager.

Making the avatar’s leg movement realistic and correct with regard to the message sent was the
most difficult part of the implementation. We developed a hybrid solution that allows calculating
only a portion of the parameters required to apply a simulated gravity to some parts of the 3D
model.

The implementation discussed here allows us to have all complex computations concerning
what behaviours the robot should do on external computers (principle 1, using cloud techniques)
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while the embodiment specific computations (transferring joints and times to actual movement)
are done on the device itself. In the PAL project, the NAO robot was the target platform. How-
ever, the system could easily be applied to other types of robots (again linking to the principle of
modularity 2). When a new robot platform would be introduced then high-level gestures like “wave
arm” are still sent in the same way over the nexus. The behaviour manager and robot connectors,
however, would require an extension to support the new embodiment.

Stylised Behaviours. Humans (often unconsciously) use social signals to inform others about
their affective stance or attitude; based on observations, we evaluate someone as, among other
things, warm or cold, competent or incompetent, friendly or hostile, and dominant or submissive
(e.g., References [26, 29]). For artificial agents (both virtual and robotic), to engage in meaningful
interactions with humans, the importance of social intelligence is widely acknowledged [30, 88].
On top of that, communication style is important in educational settings: teachers should use
appropriate styles when interacting with students and this is not different for robots that teach [73].
Although previous work is available on the expression of affect by robots and agents [7, 11, 16, 25]
and rapport building between agents and humans [33], there was no clear way of modulating style
of movement for robots in an expressive and implicit way (with notable exceptions being some
work on virtual agents [69, 76]). By implicit, we mean that the base behaviours and scenario of the
robot are the same, but the style of the robot differs. In several works, we have shown that it is
possible to manipulate style in a subtle manner. We were able to manipulate children’s perception
of warmth and competence of a robot [73], the perception of warmth [75], and the perception of
dominance [70]. In general, we found that different gestures as well as parameter-based modulation
enabled us to express style in a recognisable manner.

Based on the theories from educational sciences, we defined three interaction styles for the PAL
Actor: friendly, direct, and neutral. These styles are defined by the factors warmth, competence, and
dominance, for which we designed and evaluated non-verbal behavioural patterns [70, 71, 73]. The
factors define the styles as follows: friendly, high warmth, low competence, and low dominance;
direct, low warmth, high competence, and high dominance; neutral, low warmth, low competence,
and low dominance. Definitions of each style, and the mapping of a specific style to each activity,
have been stored in the common knowledge-base.

We defined a minimal set of NAO joint adjustments to express each style. Some parameters
are directly mapped to a specific joint (e.g., head tilt vertical with HeadPitch). Other parameters
require adjustment of multiple joints (e.g., gesture openness requires adjustment of ElbowYaw
and ElbowRoll relative to SholderRoll). These adjustment were applied to the original “stand”
posture as designed by SoftBank (Alderbaran) to create a start and end pose for each style (see
Figure 7). The relative joint adjustments were calculated for each key frame of each gesture in
each style. Additionally, manual adjustments have been applied to distinctive motions for specific
gestures in each style to avoid exceeding joint limits and/or creating jerky, unnatural motions.

During child-PAL Actor interactions the PAL system selects the appropriate interaction style
based on the child model and the ongoing activity. Whenever the Behaviour Manager receives a
nexus behaviour message (see Section 4.6) it uses a “mood” value to determine the selected style,
and selects behaviours accordingly.

4.7 The “Hybrid Brain”

We call the collection of modules directly responsible for the decision making and managing
the content of the behaviour of the PAL actor (i.e., the NAO robot or avatar) the “hybrid brain.”
The “brain” runs on the cloud (principle 1), which allows the use of more powerful computers
for computing the context dependent optimal behavioural strategies. It uses the communication
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Fig. 7. Example of a base-pose for the styles implemented in PALY3, respectively, Direct, Friendly, and
Neutral.

mechanism described in Section 4.5 to support easily connecting additional (sub-)modules
(principle 2), and it is hybrid, since it consists of several artificial intelligence techniques (principle
4, hybrid). The action selection module uses mainly machine learning optimisation of protocols,
while the explainable AI module uses BDI structures and ontology querying for its implemen-
tation, and the dialogue management uses a mixture of rule-based processing, BDI ideas, and
statistical selection for the optimal strategy. In this section, we describe the different modules that
support the human-agent interaction.

4.7.1 Action Selection and User Models. The PAL system uses an action selection module in con-
junction with user models to personalise the behaviour of the system. Personalising the application
to the particularities of each user is essential for two reasons: (1) it increases the engagement of
the user to the PAL system, and (2) it allows the user to reach more effectively its personal goal(s)
by adapting to his/her preferences.

The action selection is based on a hierarchical action selection architecture, HAMMER [23, 24],
which uses multiple models to generate and evaluate multiple action possibilities. It takes place
at two different levels in the PAL system. The first level is when multiple options are available
during a dialogue. For instance, when the avatar can suggest to start one of the three games of the
application, the action selection module will select the one that the user models predict as most
beneficial for the user. An action is deemed beneficial if it increases the knowledge level of the user
or if it increases its (predicted) happiness (typically, winning in a game increases happiness). The
second level of decision making is within the quiz game to select the topic of the questions that are
asked. Here again, a user model is used to predict the knowledge level of the users on the different
topics covered by the PAL system. This information is to select of topics that are not too difficult nor
too easy, but just with the right level of difficulty. Such a topic selection approach allows the user
to remain in his “zone of proximal development,” which is known to provide optimal educational
path [22, 89].

One of the main challenges in the action selection and user modelling is to produce accurate
predictions from few data. Typically, a large amount of interactions is required to make an accurate
estimation of the difficulty level of the child on one particular topic. This comes from the fact that
each question returns only a limited amount of information: it only informs the system if the child
managed to respond correctly to the question or not. This binary information is not enough to
infer the actual knowledge level on a topic and the system needs to accumulate several dozens
of responses to make an accurate assessment that is not biased by non-knowledge-related factors
(e.g., random guess, mistakes caused by distraction or ambiguous formulation of questions). For
instance, 10 data points only provide a rough approximation of the user level, while 100 data points
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provide a more accurate estimation. This difficulty is amplified by the number of topics on which
we would like an estimate of the knowledge level. For instance, if 20 questions are used to make an
(potentially inaccurate) estimate on one topic, then more than 580 questions are required to form a
global estimate of the user’s knowledge level on each of the individual topics. The level estimations
are made per topic to allow a child to excel in one topic, while progressing more slowly, or not at all,
in others. This large amount of questions most of the time represents a limitation for intelligent
tutoring systems, as they may be unable to provide a personalised educational path as long as
the estimation of the knowledge level of the user is not completed. Designing a model that can
account for sparse data and, therefore, provide accurate estimate with only a little amount of data
is of crucial importance. In the PAL system this is partly overcome by the manual estimation of
the child’s entry level by the HCP via goal setting as described in Section 4.3.

Technical Description. In the PAL system, we have introduced a novel user model that leverages
data from previous users of the application to bootstrap the predictions made by the user model.
This user model is also able to track, in real-time, the evolution of the children’s difficulty levels.
Tracking this is important to continuously provide adequate level of difficulty for the users.

The realisation of this model is centred around three main features: (1) the model relies on
Gaussian Processes to track online the evolution of the student’s knowledge level over time,
(2) it uses collaborative filtering to rapidly provide long-term predictions by leveraging the informa-
tion from previous users, and (3) it automatically generates abstract representations of knowledge
components via automatic relevance determination of covariance matrices. The model has been
evaluated on three data sets, including data from real users and the results demonstrate that the
model converges to accurate predictions in average 4 times faster than the compared methods. A
detailed evaluation of the model’s technical characteristics can be found in Reference [20].

4.7.2 Dialogue Management and Behaviour Modelling. The PAL actor needs extensive verbal
and non-verbal communication skills to support the child in his/her learning process and to be-
come a real companion. Dialogue is present in almost all activities of the app, guiding the child, or
giving feedback to current and past performance in games, or to her/his treatment, in which case
the data is provided by entries in the timeline.

The dialogue manager (DM) is responsible for multimodal generation (language and gestures)
and, currently to a lesser part, multimodal interpretation. In Section 4.6, we discussed how a multi-
modal utterance should be processed causing the PAL actor (robot or avatar) to actually output the
utterance. During idle phases, the robot-movement manager makes the actor to appear lively by
constantly executing “autonomous moves.” The DM, however, chooses the particular (deliberate)
movements, like gesturing to something on the screen or waving to the child.

To be an interesting partner for conversation over a longer period of time, the communication
strategy must be adaptive to the user. The DM takes a long-term perspective (using a user model)
and takes short-term aspects into account, such as the current user mood or recent important
events, as well as the parameters from the stylised behaviour model described earlier to modulate
the interactions. This already points to the importance of a world model and a memory for the
agent, which enables it to reason about past events and interactions, and subsequently uses its
knowledge in the conversation. This, together with a high variability in dialogue strategies and a
rich repertoire of verbal and non-verbal expressions to choose from, helps to make the artificial
agent more appealing.

Dealing with children requires high reliability concerning the content and the way things are
presented. This makes it difficult to use pure machine-learning-based methods, because the results
will never be fully predictable, not to mention the problem of collecting enough data for dialogue
strategies in the first place. Together with the need for very flexible dialogue that was mentioned
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Fig. 8. A schematic VOnDA agent.

earlier, we decided to go for a hybrid rule-based approach with statistical selection, provided by
the Action Selection unit (Section 4.7.1). Our special knowledge base (Section 4.2) enables us to use
world knowledge, long-term memory and temporal reasoning in the dialogue management. The
hybrid approach with long-term memory allows us to achieve the important goals of reliability,
flexibility and personalisation and adaptation over time for the interaction management.

A central achievement of the PAL project is the development of the hybrid dialogue framework
VOnDA [48], which facilitates creating reactive dialogue management engines following these
principles. PAL’s DM follows the Information State/Update (IS) tradition [84] and is imple-
mented mostly as VOnDA rules, with supporting Java code to hook it up to the “nexus,” or when
specialised functionality is needed, e.g., for complex data base queries and computations.

On close inspection, the IS approach is very similar to the Belief/Desire/Intention (BDI)

framework popular in agent modelling frameworks. Since VOnDA has all ingredients to be used
for that kind of behaviour modelling, and it is anyway hardly possible to strictly separate the inter-
active and non-interactive behaviour modelling, we decided to make this component responsible
for the agent’s actions. The reactive rule-based approach provides a lot of flexibility and generalisa-
tion at the same time, and has proven to result in a very efficient implementation that can compete
in all respects with, e.g., behaviour tree implementations (for a survey, see Iovino et al. [39]). In fact,
the rule system of VOnDA could easily be used to also implement behaviour trees. Treating all be-
haviours uniformly also allows us to solve synchronisation problems between different behaviour
states more easily.

Figure 8 shows a schematic view of a VOnDA agent.
Past information states are kept inside the database, which gives dialogue strategies access to

the full dialogue history. Furthermore, the RDF store also provides a flexible specification layer
for domain knowledge, including knowledge about natural language concepts, such as dialogue
acts and semantic frames, but also for domain-specific data structures that are used in the rule
base. Since RDF/OWL is a well-established standard, there is plenty of tool support to create the
ontologies that serve as basis for the dialogue management. With VOnDA, we have created a
framework that tackles the following design goals:

• Flexible and uniform specification of dialogue semantics, knowledge and data structures
• Scalable, efficient, and easily accessible storage of interaction history and other data, result-

ing in a large information state
• Readable and compact rule specifications, facilitating access to the underlying RDF database,

with the full power of a programming language
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Fig. 9. A schematic VOnDA agent.

Fig. 10. VOnDA code and ontology.

• Transparent access to underlying programming code for simple integration with the host
system

Technical Description. VOnDA consists of a compiler that turns rule descriptions into program-
ming code, using data structure specifications from an ontology, and a run-time library that is
used in the agent implementation and executes the rule code produced by the compiler. The com-
piler uses the class and property definitions in the ontology for type inference and type checking.
The reactive rules take the form of if/then/else statements, and database objects and properties
are mapped to OOP objects and fields. Figure 10 shows a small example with a tiny part of the
ontology and some code using objects from this class hierarchy.

Apart from the main dialogues, there are interaction modules that are tightly connected to the di-
alogue manager and cover particular parts of the dialogue functionality, namely, targeted feedback
to timeline entries, an episodic memory reasoning about past events, and a module for off-activity
talk, which uses self-disclosure to engage the child in a conversation whose goal is not to increase
his or her knowledge, but to increase the bond to the virtual agent. This again shows the modu-
larity (principle 2) of our implementation. The modules subscribe to and send messages over the
nexus. They can be activated or deactivated without impairing the rest of the system’s function-
ality. In a scientific project this has the additional benefit of allowing additional experiments and
pilots to test the effects of specific parts of the system.

Targeted Feedback. The targeted feedback module is active during the timeline activity of the
child interface. It first determines how close the child is following the routine of entering data into
the timeline, and subsequently praises or encourages the child, depending on the frequency of the
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entries, and the data itself. If alarmingly high or low values are reported, then the child is advised
to talk to her/his parents to prevent a critical situation.

Episodic Memory. In contrast to the targeted feedback, the episodic memory module aggregates
data from the past to detect events like the recent completion of a task or an achievement, excep-
tionally disciplined behaviour, and the like. These events are then subject to remarks and ques-
tions during the welcome phase directly after log-in. In this way, the agent encourages positive
behaviour and shows that it takes interest in the child’s daily activities.

Off-Activity Talk/Self-Disclosure. The goal of the off-activity talk (or social talk) module is to
improve the virtual agent’s social connection to the user, and make it more likeable. As a conse-
quence, it should increase the user’s inclination to follow the agent’s advice and guidance. The
current module is in large parts based on the study in Reference [9] enhanced with additional
introductory dialogue moves and more elaborate prompts. Based on an estimate of “intimacy” be-
tween the user and the agent, which is based on general usage parameters, like the frequency of
proper reactions to prompts by the agent, the agent reveals personal secrets of its habits or former
encounters with other robots or persons.

4.7.3 Explainable Artificial Intelligence. EXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is the ca-
pability of a system to explain/ justify its behaviour to its users. The General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR) law states that users have the right to explanations [10]. It has been a signif-
icant topic during the development of the pal system.

XAI is of particular importance in applications where the system makes consequential decisions,
like in health-care [35, 81], and is of particular importance in long-term interaction, since lack of
trust in a behaviour change systems causes the users to not rely on the given advice [56]. Lack
of trust can cause users to misuse or even abandon the system altogether [58, 66]. XAI has been
shown to increase a user’s trust in and understanding of the system’s behaviour [17, 55, 61, 81, 92].

Within the context of the pal system, XAI is the capability of the actor to provide utterances that
serve to make the system’s behaviour intelligible. We implemented XAI for three different activi-
ties, quiz questions, tip of the day, and task proposals. These activities have already been discussed
in the child interface Section 4.4. The XAI module monitors the system state by monitoring the
messaging board. The module can provide an explanation during one of these activities by moni-
toring what goal the action selection is currently pursuing. It generates the explanation partly by
using annotations and partly by generating the sentences. A goal has a description annotated to it.
For example, “ask for help regarding your diabetes.” Then there is a set of preceding sentences and
following sentences that can be put in front and behind this description. The XAI module works
together with the dialogue manager to produce the complete explanations and integrate them into
the dialogue. For example, “I hope that you learn when you should ask for help concerning your
diabetes. Therefore, I am asking you this (quiz) question.” See Figure 11 for two examples of such
explanations given during activities. Explanations could be given on the initiative of the pal agent
or of the child’s own accord. In the later case, the child could request an explanation by pressing
a question mark visible on the screen (see also Figure 11(b) showing the question mark during
the quiz).

5 DEVELOPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURES

Creating an integrated system requires far more solid software engineering approaches than com-
monly applied in scientific projects, i.e., it is required to program the modules “defensively” so
that they can continue (to their best of capabilities) when other modules break. Furthermore, it
requires rigorous development cycles with plenty of time to test all the new features in systematic
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Fig. 11. Two screenshots of explanations given in the PAL system. Screenshot (a) shows an explanation for
a task suggestion, screenshot (b) shows the quiz.

and thorough ways using, e.g., unit testing [14], integration testing [41], system testing [2], and per-
formance testing [91]. Research projects need to be aware of this and have the necessary resources
and knowledge available. For example, have commercial companies involved in the project.

We used git for code sharing and version management. Where the master branch with the
stable version was only updated when features went through the proper tests. This included a
stress test where 10 to >20 user accounts (controlled by the developers) logged into the system
simultaneously and actively interacted with the conversational agent and did the activities. Next,
non-developer researches used and tested the system. If they accepted the changes, then a new
short-term experiment or pilot could be done. These served also as a final test where our target
(child) users interacted with the system under supervision of researchers. This development pro-
cedure, over a course of three years, resulted in the system presented in this article and used by
children for a period of two and a half to three months. The socio-cognitive engineering activi-
ties that focused on continuous stakeholder involvement, domain analyses, integration of human
factors theories and claims analyses to validate the design rationale (in formative and summative
evaluations) are described in a separate paper [68].

6 ANALYSES OF PERFORMANCE

In total there were 48 (25 Dutch and 23 Italian) children with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM)

aged 6–14 that used the final system. The children were recruited via two hospitals in the Nether-
lands and one in Italy. There were no consequences to dropping out intermediately. The system
was up and running more than 95% of the time. Forty-seven children had an average of 19 log-ins
(STD = 12.9, minimum = 1, maximum = 55), with an average session duration of 12.8 min (STD
= 16.4 min). During a session, children were involved in 14 different activities on average (STD =
24.6). One child was excluded from analyses due to a glitch in the data caused by a system error. The
Randomized Controlled Test that compared the knowledge, performance and health conditions of
these children with children who had “casual care” will appear in a separate paper [5]). Here, they
report that children who used the system, showed a stronger increase in diabetes knowledge (i.e.,
competence) and experienced a higher level of autonomy in diabetes self-management [5].

7 FUTURE EXTENSIONS

Several extensions are possible in this system. It would be beyond the scope of this article to
provide an exhaustive list. However, we briefly discuss a few modules that were developed during
the project but did not yet reach the status of full integration in the system.
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GPS Tracking. Behavioural adaption to individual differences (context awareness) is impor-
tant for achieving good outcomes in health education and care through social robots. One
aspect is modelling social context (e.g., home vs. hospital) through collecting and processing
global positioning system (GPS) data. We saved pre-defined fixed locations (e.g., hospital lo-
cations) in the database and implemented a module that tracks a user’s current location. This
module additionally learned of and added other locations a user frequented at to the database. The
pending future work is to integrate this with dialogue management and action selection so that
conversations and activities are shaped to this context.

Eye-gaze Tracking. A second form of context awareness was implemented through eye-gaze
tracking. We attempted to infer aspects of a user’s mental state using eye gaze, which has been
shown to be useful in training contexts [31]. Interaction logs and verbal protocols are generally not
adequate for genuine cognitive and social profiling [82]. However, nonverbal cues such as eye gaze
have been frequently studied for inferring user internal states in this context, as eye movements
directly reflect what is at the centre of an individual’s visual attention, and are linked to cognitive
processes in the mind [85].

To address this, we implemented a state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural Network-based
method for gaze tracking, which takes users’ face images captured via the front facing camera
as an input and predicts users’ gaze fixations on the tablet screen in real-time (approximately 10
fps) [12]. We further developed a classification scheme to predict users’ mental states, i.e., knowl-
edgeability, from the estimated gaze fixations while they were playing an educational game with
the robot/avatar [12]. We wanted to benefit from mental state predictions to better personalise
quiz questions and make the avatar exhibit user-aware behaviours. For example, offering a hint to
the user when estimating the user is having difficulties answering a quiz question. Unfortunately,
eye-gaze tracking was not fully evaluated in the PAL system, because it required real-time on-
device processing (to preserve the privacy of the user) and the mobile devices used did not have
sufficient computational power available for this.

Automatic Speech Recognition. We considered Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) to en-
hance interaction with our users. ASR could be a way to add more convenient conversational
capabilities to the system, or add a dictation mode to the timeline, and possibly improve real-time
emotion estimation for an even more empathic companion [37]. At that time, however, solutions
based on openly available resources like software tools and pre-trained acoustic models turned out
not to achieve the necessary recognition quality for such a project. However, cloud-based solutions
posed a severe data and personality protection issue, since speech data are classified as biometric
data and therefore on the highest protection level of the European Union Data Protection Guide-
lines. Therefore, we used ASR only for prototypical demonstration, as an outlook towards future
extensions. Still, with the current advent of large coverage embedded solutions, and cloud ASR
that explicitly guarantees adherence to the EU guidelines, integrating ASR would be a beneficial
future extension for these types of systems.

8 LESSONS LEARNED AND DISCUSSION

This article presented a social robot system architecture that facilitates long-term human robot
interaction. The four primarily important aspects of our architecture were: using cloud-based tech-
niques (principle 1); having a modular architecture (principle 2); having a common knowledge-base
to support development and support the human-agent interaction (principle 3); and using hybrid
artificial intelligence (principle 4). This section discusses the global lessons learned concerning the
development of such a system and concerning the four principles.
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Building an integrated system in a research project poses unique challenges, which are usu-
ally avoided by implementing small, isolated prototypes that exhibit the behaviour that is under
investigation. In an integrated system, the functionality of the modules must be synchronised
to achieve the intended overall performance. This needs more consultation and arrangements
between the implementing groups, joint definition of interfaces, down to the functional level, and
thorough development cycles and testing procedures [2]. For these requirements, resources have
to be allocated that are usually avoided in projects conducting basic research. As a consequence,
developing and integrating work by different research groups can sometimes cause delays. Since
several changes are usually developed simultaneously, a delay can impact multiple different ex-
periments. Which means that the partners need to have a working relationship where everyone is
willing to jump in and help one another when there is delay and that everyone needs to have some
flexibility in their planning. Considering this, PAL is among the few research projects that created
an integrated system that was used successfully by real, untrained users over a longer time and
also has the potential to be commercially exploited in an extended and consolidated form.

PAL’s cloud-based system architecture (principle 1) facilitates long-term interaction. First, it
enables access to external libraries (Big Data, for example, used in the dialogue of this system);
second, it allows for more complex computations by using external computational power (cloud-
computing). In this way, the robot can provide a more stable and believable interaction with more
diverse behaviours. Third, it facilitates version management, which is particularly important for
research where functionality is incrementally added. Fourth, it helps the health-care professional
to seamlessly personalise and adapt the system’s behaviour based on the patient’s individual
development.

Furthermore, modularity (principle 2) reduces complexity, both for the development and appli-
cation phase. However, we found that there are limits to the amount of modularity one should
strive for. For example, it seems attractive to separate the agent’s non-communicative behaviour
(the application logic, so to say) and the (possibly multi-modal) communication layer. This, how-
ever, turns out to be challenging, because both parts heavily depend on each other to create a
believable and consistent persona for the agent. For example, an ongoing dialogue can not simply
be stopped at any point to perform some task, but has to be properly brought to an end for the
robot not to be perceived as impolite or untrustworthy. However, the urgency of the task might
require a more or less elaborate form of shutting down an ongoing conversation. We found that
there is a delicate balance between modularity and coordination.

Another important aspect is that the system allows us to plug in a virtual avatar of the robot.
Modularity is maintained, since other modules do not need to know whether the avatar or the
physical robot is connected. This implementation could be extended by implementing controllers
for other embodiments like a (physical and/or virtual) Pepper robot. Having an avatar of the robot
is important, because many robots (like the NAO robot) are used for educational and/or health-care-
related support, but are currently too expensive for commercial or home use. The conversational

agent (CA) is meant to “bind” the user to the application. Having a robot present during meetings
in the hospital and an avatar when using the application at home allows us to make use of the
motivational gains of a CA without having to buy a robot for every child with diabetes.

For a common knowledge-base (principle 3), we chose to develop an ontology in the context do-
main of diabetes type 1. By working closely together with health-care professionals, we believe to
have created a reusable knowledge-base that can be profitable for further research on combining
health-care and artificial intelligence. For example, the formalised T1DM self-management learn-
ing goals and achievements are available as an ontology as well as in an online co-creation tool1 to

1https://confluence.ewi.tudelft.nl/display/PO1/PAL+Objectives.
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allow for further specification and usage. We believe that reasoning over this expert knowledge is
best done by applying agent-based or expert system implementations. Using symbolic AI, the sys-
tem can propose several possible learning paths to the children to increase their self-management
of their decease. Machine learning can then optimise the possible learning paths to the specific
children. We show in our architecture how such hybrid techniques (principle 4) can work together
successfully.

This article focused on the technological challenges of developing a social-robot system for
long-term deployment by following four design principles, and presents how they were applied
in a real-world implementation, namely, the PAL system. Complementary to this, Neerincx et al.
[68] have presented the human-centred method (i.e., the systematic, iterative and incremental,
design and test process of socio-cognitive engineering), showing how user needs and domain
analyses and theories and methods on the human factors did drive PAL’s support functionality
and content (e.g., via different creative co-design sessions with children with T1DM and their
caregivers, and the application of the Self-determination Theory that distinguishes three basic
human needs to be addressed in behaviour change support systems (i.e., autonomy, competence,
and relatedness [57, 78]). Complementary to the technological and human-centred aspects of
the PAL-system development, Blanson Henkemans et al. [5] present the Randomized Controlled
Trial that was conducted with the version of the PAL-system that is presented in this article,
showing the effects on children their diabetes management. They report that children (age 6–14
years) with T1DM who used the PAL-system, showed a stronger increase in diabetes knowledge
(i.e., competence) and experienced a higher level of autonomy in diabetes self-management [5].
This last effect was present, especially for the younger children (age up to 10 years). Overall, the
children who used PAL indicated a better Quality of Life at the end of the study [5].

9 CONCLUSION

The PAL system architecture is a cloud-based, modular, long-term human-robot interaction frame-
work that uses hybrid artificial intelligence and a common knowledge-base to shape the interac-
tion. This system has run with over 40 users for two periods of two and a half to three months.
The system remained stable and continued to show (more and more) behaviours and support in
health education and care. This work can serve as a blueprint for future development of systems
that need to facilitate long-term human-avatar and human-robot interaction studies.
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